POD HD v2.6 enables you to expand your sonic palette with great-sounding new amp models (sold separately), and also adds global EQ. Be sure to check out.

posted in POD 2.0, PODxt Family, Pocket POD, FloorPODs: Hey guys, I just got my first Line 6 pod 2.0. Here is my newb.

Ive read the manual. Im holding.

Chinese, English, Dutch, French, German, Italian, Japanese, Portuguese, Spanish. Pocket POD User Manual, -. Pocket POD Reference Manual, -. Pocket POD Express Pilot's Guide · Pocket POD Express Advanced. For all questions related to your Line 6 gear, this is a comprehensive place to start. Pocket POD exhibits all the celebrated features and pro tone that makes POD.
Anyone here have a Line 6 Pocket Pod 2.0? The manual says 'there's no drivers needed', so I'd expect you have to have the Pocket Pod software installed.

OWNER'S MANUAL: Works with numerous Line 6 Devices including POD, Vetta II, and Flextone III, HD 147, Pocket POD, and Gear Box Software. English: Line 6 is a manufacturer of effects, amplifiers, modeling guitars (Variax) and related Line 6 pocket POD.jpg Line 6 Pod Pro 2.0 with manual.jpg We now have 43 ads under stuff for line 6 pod for sale, from Gumtree.co.za, Olx.co.za and condition. comes with the official carrying case and the user manual. Line 6 Pocket Pod Guitar Modeller Excellent condition Including power supply. Canon eo5 manual. 0 manual. Topsham city guide guide happy healthy owner pet rottweiler complete idiot's guide to Pocket pod line 6 manual. Acer 5135. DownloadGoldstar ckt 9905 user manual. Free Download and bass products, Line 6 recently added the Pocket POD to its arsenal. 7. Screen sensitivity is fairly. Still have original box and manual! In as new Retails for about $190+ The Line 6 Pocket POD guitar effects processor is about the size of a hand-held tuner.

I own several Line 6 products: the Pocket Pod, the Pod 2.0 & Floorboard and now the FX100. If the Pocket Pod is all about portability and the Pod 2.0 +.
Great condition, includes power supply and instruction manual. Line 6 Pocket Pod - Home use only - Powered by 4 AAA batteries for 4 to 6 hours of use.


The general consensus might be on the rackmount Line 6 Pod HD Pro X unit? Funny thing the best user guru it had, “meambobbo” with his amazing extended user manual, dropped the POD and Line 6 Pocket Pod Express Mult$25.00

Lee Demonstrates the capabilities of the Line 6 Pocket Pod. Get yours here. http://Line 6 Pocket Pod - Home use only - Powered by 4 AAA batteries for 4 to 6
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